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Love is not
consolation.
It is light.
-Simone Weil

A letter from the founder
The work of mending in this
world never ends. Paradise
lies scattered, this I know, it
is our earthly task to
recognize its flowers that are
strewn in the humble grass.
-Yves Bonnefoy

Our work of mending carries on,
and carries us. We have found paradise
scattered in and throughout our daily
lives, in ordinary and humble moments of
weaving car pets,
making meals,
writing “thankyou’s,” updating
files, tending to the
house, bathing
bodies, planting
seeds.
We have also recognized flowers of
paradise in extraordinary moments.

FRIE NDS OF
WA RM H EARTH

Armenia’s First LongTerm Group Home

Many of our residents graduated from a
three-year university program in June. In
April, five of us travelled to Armenia to
support the staff in the homecoming of
Anna and Sassoon.
Our staff in Armenia guide
our residents with love, and everdeepening understanding. They also
have made tremendous strides this
year in garnering support from local
individuals and organizations. Their
reaching out on behalf of our
residents is a testament of their love
and commitment to our residents
and home.
It has been a year of
rejoicing. So much that we have long
strived for has come to fruition. Our
home life has a rhythm. Our residents
are all all safe. Our staff are well-trained,
wise and committed.
And you, our

supporters, are loyal, passionate and
enjoy tending to this garden of a home
we all share in Armenia. My heart is
full. And grateful.

Our work of
mending carries
on, and carries us.
Sincerely Yours,

Natalie Bryant-Rizzieri

To Put It Simply:
Providing a home for Armenian orphans with
disabilities.

A Mosaic
of Gifts

Two Volunteers
Make a Difference

Spreading the word
Ani Karapetian (Los Angeles, CA)
hosted a St. Patrick’s Day mixer on behalf
of War m Hearth in Studio City,
California.
Juliet Setian (Irvine, CA) was
interviewed by her alumni magazine
about her involvement and work with
Warm Hearth.
LeeAnn Williams (Moraga, CA)
represented War m Hearth at the
Oakland St. Vartan’s Armenian bazaar.
Grassroots Events
Julia Bourlakov (Denver, CO) chose
Warm Hearth to be the recipient of the
2nd annual “Taste of Russia” fundraising
dinner and silent auction.
Maria Stepanyan and Charlie
Hickman (Longmont, CO) hosted their
annual Art Show (see page ___ for more
details), which was open to the public for
the first time.
All proceeds went to
support our residents’ arts program.

Chris Kitahara (front left) and Brian Kremer (front right) with the
residents of Warm Hearth.

Hands On

Out of Sight - Out of Mind is a
documentary (available for viewing on
our website) that offers a portrait of the
residents of Warm Hearth.
With
cinematic expertise akin to visual poetry,
Kitahara addresses the plight of
institutionalization that our residents
faced before Warm Hearth’s existence.
He also captures the hope of a life-long
home in Warm Hearth.

Karina, a Ukrainian volunteer
from the Armenian Volunteers Corps,
served at Warm Hearth and worked with
the residents and staff.
Prog rammer Matthew Lowe
(Abilene, TX -- literateprogrammer.com),
donated buckets of time to help us
resolve a software issue.
Maria Stepanyan (Longmont, CO)
opened a SOAR (Society for Orphaned
Armenian Relief)-Colorado chapter that
is dedicated exclusively to raising
awareness and funds for Warm Hearth. A
special thanks to SOAR for including our
residents in their program.
These are only a few of the gifts
bestowed on our residents in 2012.
Thank you to each of you who gave.

Out of Sight Out of Mind

The daily lives
of the residents are
portrayed in a way
that honors their
dignity, humanity
and beauty. From
footage of making
tea to g athering
mulberries from a
tree outside of our
home, Kitahara
allows viewers to
experience some of
the daily and

seasonal rhythms of our residents’ lives.
The documentary also highlights
Sassoon (pictured below), one of our
residents who was institutionalized until
April 2012. Initially a resident of Warm
Hearth, Sassoon was sent to an institution
due to a lack of training around difficult
behaviors. Sassoon’s life in the institution
is captured on film making the reason for
Warm Hearth all the more evident.
This documentary was made
possible by many individuals.
Chris Kitahara
made a generous
donation of time
and talent. Brian
Kremer, a Peace
Corps Response
volunteer, was the
impetus behind
this project. He
invited Chris to
Armenia when he
was serving at
Warm Hearth for
six months.

Our Beloved Two:
Anna & Sassoon
Last year we wrote that it was our
hope to bring Anna and Sassoon home
in 2012 to a Garden House, which is a
separate living quarters behind our main
house. In April, Bridget Brown (Board
Member), Juliet Setian (Volunteer and
Supporter) and Natalie Bryant-Rizzieri
traveled to Armenia.
Together we
conducted an intensive staff training
designed to assist the staff in managing
challenging behaviors.
We problems o l ve d t o g e t h e r, t a l k e d t h ro u g h
hypothetical scenarios, and trudged our
way through a mountain of material. All
for our beloved two who, in the words of
Eliot, have been found and lost again and
again. And then came the day we had
been waiting for. We went to pick them
up from the institutions. It wouldn’t be
honest to leave out that this wasn’t
without some fear and trembling. It was
a leap of faith. The three of us stayed for
a few more days to support the staff in
the transition and then flew home -leaving the staff to do the brave and hard
and daily work of creating a life with
Anna and Sassoon. We waited for news,
somewhat anxiously, and only after many
months of consistently hopeful news, did
we breathe a collective sigh of relief.
They are still home. We are still grateful.
Every single day is a gift.

We cannot live only for ourselves. A thousand
fibers connect us with our fellow man. (H. Melville)

And so each venture
is a new beginning, a raid on the inarticulate
With shabby equipment always deteriorating
In the general mess of imprecision of feeling,
Undisciplined squads of emotions. And what there is to conquer
By strength and submission, has already been discovered
Once or twice, or several times, by men whom one cannot hope
To emulate--but there is no competition-There is only the fight to recover what has been lost
And found and lost again and again: and now, under conditions
That seem unpropitious. But perhaps neither gain nor loss.
For us, there is only the trying. The rest is not our business.
T. S. Eliot, from East Coker

An Unforgettable Day
We asked the staff what they
most wanted to communicate to
you from 2012.
Here are their
thoughts on the residents’ graduation
celebration from the three-year university
program they completed in June.

The credit for most of the photos in this report
goes to Chris Kitahara.

It was a very unusual and
important passage in our
residents’ lives. To celebrate the day
that they received their diplomas, we
organized a party in Warm Hearth. We
asked the residents what they wanted to
do that day and organized the day
around their dreams. What the residents
wanted most was to have the entire staff
be present for the celebration. It was

similar to a family celebration.
The
residents fully participated in preparing
the food: Armenian BBQ (“khorovac”)
cooked on an open fire, special salads,
grilled vegetables and sweets.
Everyone was so happy. You
could see the joy on their faces.
They all enjoyed the celebration. Even
Sassoon was overjoyed as he was able to
participate in grilling the meat. Everyone
danced and sang.
The staff did everything so
that the residents would never
forget one of the most important
days of their lives.

A letter from an advocate
of Warm Hearth
The January Art Show was born
over a decade ago when I invited friends
to my home for dinner to celebrate my
birthday. My own art adorned the walls
and guests were encouraged to take a
piece home when they left. It was firstcome, first-serve.
Donations were
accepted and all monies went to Maria’s
Children Art Rehabilitation Center in
Moscow.
I had traveled there as a clown
in the winter of 2002. At Maria’s, I
learned of a special sort of magic that
people need in this world. I saw many
people, working very hard, doing
everyday things, but saving lives and
building peace.
I saw good ideas
generate miracles, and met people who
improved the lives of everyone they
reached. I witnessed a dedicated cadre of
volunteers change the course of a culture
of suffering and shape the destinies of
indiv iduals by prov iding artis tic
expression as a method to renew the
spirit. I see this same work of the spirit
being done in the War m Hearth
community. I see small actions spark a
change of care and service.
Currently, the January Art
Show is a public affair. The attire

is Clown Formal, and all proceeds
go directly to the Warm Hearth
home in Yerevan.
Donations from
half a dozen local businesses and an everexpanding network of friends coalesce for
a night of music, peace, and art. My
lovely wife and I get very excited when
art starts arriving from all over the globe.
Our greatest treasure is a medium-sized
box from Natalie. This tenderly packed
trove of carefully crafted art from the
residents of Warm Hearth is a sight to
behold. There are small rugs which are
solid and precise, napkins with delicate
embroidery, and this year we were
delighted to see small acrylic paintings on
canvas board--an intricate tree filigreed
across a night sky and a colorful vase of
bright flowers.
These items mean something;
they reflect the light of hope. The
first package we received was a simple
drawing of houses and mountains done
in marker on a child’s coloring pad. We
purchased one and it is proudly displayed
in our home. The advancement of their
artistic skill is a reminder to us all that
with a little hard work and the
contributions of many, we can build a
small bright beacon of peace.

The January Art Show is more
than a birthday celebration for
one man; it has grown in leaps
and bounds to be an organism of
love. This being has a life of its
own and is a manifestation of
our desire to help the
unfortunate, and a reminder of
the ways in which they are so
fortunate. We will continue to
do this important work and
support the Warm Hearth
residents in their creative
endeavors.
- Charlie Hickman

A message from our board
I consider it a privilege to be a part of Warm Hearth as a member of the
Board of Directors. I am inspired by the dedication of our staff, particularly Alya, to do
what has never been done before in Armenia.
Our staff has captured the vision of compassion, community and
commitment in bringing value and meaning to the lives of these orphaned
adults with disabilities. As an Occupational Therapist, I am passionate about helping
people with disabilities realize their full potential. It is a joy to see Warm Hearth doing this
very thing through vocational training and communal living, enriching the lives of our
residents and giving them a place to call home.
Warm Hearth is a wonderful model of how to care for orphaned adults
with disabilities in a developing nation. I consider myself fortunate to be a part of
it.
Davo (pictured above) and Anna.

Sincerely,
Lee Ann Williams

Stewardship:
A Way of Life
We honor our residents and our
supporters by working hard to make sure
that each dollar, hour or item given is
used well and according to our values of
simplicity, stewardship and sustainability.

Not what we say about our blessings, but how we
use them, is the true measure of our thanksgiving.
	


	


	


	


	


	


-W.T. Purkiser

In 2012, program cash expenditures
accounted for 81.5% of our expenses.
Fundraising costs amounted to 9.6% and
administrative costs were 8.9%.
Private contributions totaled more
than $106,000 in cash and comprised
80% of gifts given.
Foundations,
churches and organizations gave $18,525,
which was 14% of the total gifts. Lastly,
our foundation in Armenia secured 6.5%
of donations, and amounted to $8,700.
$1,246 worth of food, household
goods, art supplies, etc., were donated.
Volunteers donated their time, services,
hands and hearts. Their efforts are of
infinite value but if we have to put a
dollar amount on it, their contributions
are valued at $17,597.
Still more of you gave in ways that
a r e u n q u a n t i fi a b l e, o f f e r i n g a n
encouraging word, a prayer, a blessing or
understanding.

Messenger
My work is loving the world.
H e r e t h e s u n fl o w e r s , t h e r e t h e
hummingbird -equal seekers of sweetness.
Here the quickening yeast; there the blue
plums.
Here the clam deep in speckled sand.
Are my boots not old? Is my coat torn?
Am I no longer young, and still not halfperfect? Let me
keep my mind on what matters,
which is my work,
Full financial statements are available upon
request on a quarterly basis. We welcome
inquiries and value transparency.

which is mostly standing still and learning
to be astonished.
The phoebe, the delphinium.

The sheep in the pasture, and the
pasture.
Which is mostly rejoicing, since all the
ingredients are here,
which is gratitude, to be given a mind
and a heart
and these body-clothes,
a mouth with which to give shouts of joy
to the moth and the wren, to the sleepy
dug-up clam,
telling them all, over and over, how it is
that we live forever.

Mary Oliver

Board of
Directors

Sustainability: What It
Means At Warm Hearth

Natalie Bryant-Rizzieri
Natalie is the founder and Executive
Director of Warm Hearth. She served in
the Peace Corps in Armenia from
2003-2005. After the close of her service,
she started Warm Hearth with the help of
the board and many other committed
individuals.
Bridget Brown
Bridget Brown is a founding member and
secretary of the Board of Directors.
Bridget also served as a Peace Corps
volunteer in Armenia and was the first
connection we had to our initial group of
residents.
Marshal Bryant
Marshal is also a founding member and
treasurer of the Board of Director. As a
Certified Public Accountant and an
experienced executive, he is able to offer
invaluable professional support. Marshal
has had the pleasure of traveling to
Armenia and meeting the residents.
Jessica Barrett Simpson
As a committed board member since
2005, Jessica brings her experience
working on international collaborations
between U.S. and overseas institutions.
She is continually inspired by Warm
Hearth and its residents.
Lee Ann Williams
As a committed board member since
2005, Lee Ann has had a life-long
commitment to serve individuals with
disabilities. She has been working in the
field of Occupational Therapy for the
past thirty years. Lee Ann has offered
trainings at Warm Hearth.
Thank you
We are grateful to each of our board
members for their commitment, heart,
and dedication of time and talent.
Thank you for safeguarding the lives of
our residents and for believing in their
dignity and value.

Sustainability is a buzzword these
days.
It is over-used and applied to
situations and programs in a haphazard
manner. In order to avoid succumbing to
an unexamined idea of sustainability, our
board and directors in Armenia spent
2012 focusing on this term and what it
means for our organization’s future.

embrace other ways of achieving
s u s t a i n a b l e.
The Armenian
government is in a dire place financially
and we cannot rely on them for future
funding.
Our most recent strategic plan
details the ways that our local staff will
continue to move toward independence.
We will seek new funding sources apart
from the Armenian government and will
submit additional grants each year both
in Armenia and the United States.

Our precursory idea of
sustainability meant that one day Warm
Hearth would be able to operate without
the support of Friends of Warm Hearth
(the U.S. arm of our
organization).
We
hoped a large part of
our operating budget
would be taken on
Definition of
by the Armenian
Sustainability
government.
While we still
hope
for
A r m e n i a n
government
funding, we
realized we need
to cast our nets a
bit wider and

:

harvesting or using
resources in such a
manner that they are
not depleted or
permanently damaged

We will explore
ways in which our
home can generate
self-sustaining
funds through the
sale of handicrafts.
We w i l l a l s o
pursue other
revenue-generating
activities that our
residents can
perform with
dignity.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Current assets

2012

2011

2010

Cash

$166,354

$147,831

$136,637

143,647

143,647

115,442

8,179

6,393

6,393

Less accumulated depreciation

-22,624

-18,061

(14,015)

Net property & equipment

129,202

131,979

107,820

$295,556

$279,810

$244,457

1,891

1,891

2,016

Unrestricted net assets

293,665

277,919

242,441

Total liabilities & net assets

$295,556

$279,810

$244,457

Property & equipment
Land & house in Armenia
Furniture & equipment

Total assets
Liabilities (accrued payroll taxes)

COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES
Revenue

2012

2011

2010

Cash contributions

$133,075

$138,791

$167,430

1,246

7,480

7,859

17,597

17,945

26,155

693

1,170

1,006

152,611

165,386

202,450

Facility & program

99,936

92,336

95,057

Promotion & fundraising*

23,099

23,079

30,045

Management & general

13,380

14,493

13,515

Total expenses

136,865

129,908

138,617

Changes in net assets

15,746

35,478

63,833

Net assets, beginning of period

277,919

242,441

178,608

Net assets, end of period

$293,665

$277,919

$242,441

Contributions of goods
Contributions of services
Interest income
Total contributions & interest
Expenses

*These amounts include $12,072, $10,648 and $18,642 in donated service in 2012, 2011 and 2010 respectively.
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One Team, One Heart,
Thirteen Residents.
The work of Friends of
Warm Hearth and
Jermik Ankyun
Foundation is one and
the same.
Friends of Warm Hearth is our U.S.
nonprofit and Jermik Ankyun Foundation
is our Armenian nonprofit.
Friends of Warm Hearth was
founded in 2005 solely to support the
Warm Hearth group home, which
opened in January of 2006. We offer
programmatic, administrative, legal and
financial support to our group home.
Our board members have been been
with us from the beginning and bring an
array of skills, insights and gifts to our

work.
A special thanks to Bridget
Brown, Marshal Bryant, Jessica
Barrett Simpson and Lee Ann
Williams for their commitment, passion
and love for our residents.
Jermik Ankyun Foundation
(JAF) was founded in 2008 in response to
the need for direct oversight and
management of the home.
JAF is
additionally responsible for securing local
funding and garnering local support.
Based in Yerevan, JAF nurtures our
residents, advocates on their behalf, and
carries the torch for Armenian orphans
with disabilities and mental illnesses in
Armenia.
We are proud to work together
carrying out one mission, with one heart.

Providing a holistic, communitybased group home that cares for
the bodies, minds and souls of
Armenian orphans with
disabilities.

